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	Photographing landscape with a film camera is different than with a digital camera. There are several books on the market that cover landscape photography but few of them are specifically for the digital photographer. This book is what you are looking for!

	

	Digital Landscape Photography covers:

	* equipment such as accessories and lenses

	* exposure from shutter speed and other common mistakes

	* shooting

	* light and its importance

	* composing your perfect photo

	* printing

	* and a special section on specific subjects such as waterfalls and sunrises

	

	Digital Landscape Photography, written by experts that have been shooting outdoors for decades, is a fresh look at current ways to shoot landscapes by making the most of digital format.


	* the only photo book on landscape photography in a landscape format

	* both beautifully illustrated and instructive at the same time

	* Authors are well known photographers in the field: Pictures have been published in National Wildlife, Sierra, Natural History, Outdoor Photographer, and many other major publications
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Practical System ReliabilityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	THE RISE OF THE INTERNET, sophisticated computing and communications
	technologies, and globalization have raised customers’
	expectations of powerful “always on” services. A crucial characteristic
	of these “always on” services is that they are highly available;
	if the customer cannot get a search result,...
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Design Elements, Color Fundamentals: A Graphic Style Manual for Understanding How Color Affects DesignRockport Publishers, 2012

	
		Color is an integral part of any design solution. Design Elements, Color Fundamentals is an essential resource for designers who want to create memorable design and successfully communicate with their audience. It is the second book in Rockport's Design Elements series, which focuses on the core elements of design.
...
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Pro Oracle Database 10g RAC on Linux: Installation, Administration, and PerformanceApress, 2006
Real Application Clusters (RAC) and the Grid architecture are Oracle's strategy for scaling out enterprise systems to cope with bigger workloads and more users. Many books limit themselves by conceptualizing and theorizing about RAC technology, but this book is the first to portray implementing and administering an Oracle 10g RAC system in...
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Cyberpower: The Culture and Politics of Cyberspace and the InternetRoutledge, 1999
Cyberspace now touches all lives. For some it has become as essential as the telephone or the letter. For others it is still a fearful whisper of technological promise. Sometimes we look on bemused, uncertain why all those little addresses that begin ‘http://’ appear in advertisements, and sometimes we are shocked by the possibilities,...
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How to Do Everything Adobe Acrobat XMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Acrobat X Pro is a full-featured application that enables the end user to convert
	documents into PDF (Portable Document Format) documents. PDF documents can
	be read by anybody who has the free Adobe Reader installed on his or her computer.
	Many people who own Acrobat don’t utilize many of the incredible features the
	application...
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Learning RO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Learn how to perform data analysis with the R language and software environment, even if you have little or no programming experience. With the tutorials in this hands-on guide, you’ll learn how to use the essential R tools you need to know to analyze data, including data types and programming concepts.

	
		The second...
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